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WHO WE ARE
A Distributor of Luxury Perfumes & Cosmetics in the UAE
Luxe Port Trading is a distribution service resource in the
field of luxurious fragrance and cosmetics industry in
United Arab Emirates. Constituted towards mid-year of
2018 and lead by experts who had been in distribution
business for over two decades in the UAE.
Luxe Port Trading is moving fast to increase its impeccable
portfolio of bespoke and internationally- renowned brands
bringing luxury experience at the fingertips of our
customers. Our commitment to the heritage of perfumery
and beauty extends to supporting our growing clients
through our comprehensive service, from sophistication of
brand management, in depth market knowledge and
expertise to warehousing & logistics solution.
Luxe Port Trading’s important resource is its soul: the
dedicated and competent team. In today’s market, our
competitive advantage is professionality and passion.

THE MESSAGE

I have always believed that empires are built with help of right people. So far, whatever have been achieved is
credit to my fabulous team! Their vision in line with mine, equipped with unparalleled expertise in the field of
luxury perfumes and cosmetics industry, we are working tirelessly to distribute the world-renowned fragrance
brands, crossing borders to reach the horizon of the Gulf region.
Keeping our customers at the heart of all that we do and is the foundation upon which Luxe Port originated.
Today, customer is at the center stage and all our actions revolve around it. More than being a big player, I always
perceived our company as an entity that could make a difference with its distribution network of quality
products successfully covering a significance of our brands to a global recognition.

“Progress for me has never been a dream. It has always been a distant reality and once one
milestone is achieved, there is always another one waiting to be crossed.”

We are totally committed to constantly perform to scale breakthrough of compelling growth stories.

Mr. Padma Kumar, Chairman & Managing Director (CMD)

THE MESSAGE

Mr. Kashif Shehzaad, Group CEO

ETHOS
MISSION

VISION

VALUES

To bridge the gap between international
Beauty Brands and Consumers in the
UAE.

Live by the vision set forth to be one of
the Leading Distribution House in UAE by
constantly adapting to the Challenging
and Evolving business dynamics to
reinforce market share and get a
competitive edge for delivering the best
results.

Leadership : Our primary language in every endeavor as we invest our focus to
lead in every way and accelerated innovation.
Unified
: The company is creating a culture of belongingness regardless of
your nationality, status or social affiliation.
X-factor
: The nucleus of our values with growth fueled by cutting-edge
productivity.
Ethical
: Actions are oriented with our complete and total commitment to our
Investors, Customers, Suppliers and Team.
Passionate : Investing our utmost eagerness to achieve highest quality for every
work done.
Ownership : Willing to take challenges and continually make a positive change.
Reputable : Do not compromise our dignity as we maintain excellence.
Trustworthy : Highly observe honesty and upholds to our commitment.

To offer high quality services for all-round
brand management through well-trained
personnel, in-depth market knowledge
and expertise.

OUR OFFICE

LUXE PORT office is located in
Dubai Festival City Tower Building, Suite no. 505.
Total area 2,287 square feet
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GROUP OF COMPANIES

Alpha Italia FZCO

Beauty Italia FZE

Beauty & Fragrance
International FZCO

AN EQUITABLE MASTER DISTRIBUTOR OF INTERNATIONALLY-RENOWNED ITALIAN
PERFUME BRANDS PRODUCED BY EUROITALIA s.r.l. SUCH AS VERSACE, MOSCHINO,
MISSONI AND DSQUARED2, ESTABLISHED IN UAE SINCE 2005 WITH BROAD REACH
ACROSS GULF COUNTRIES.
With an aim of building a sustainable Distribution franchise in the highly potential Arab States of the Gulf,
under the leadership of Mr. Padma Kumar, born out of his vision of having a wing to handle local
distribution business transpired as Luxe Port and has been appointed by Alpha Italia as the official and
exclusive distributor of Euroitalia brands to handle the UAE Market.

MARKETING & SUPERVISORY SERVICE-RESOURCE (DOMESTIC MARKET)
Company was established in the year 2011 based in UAE, with a vision to
develop EuroItalia s.r.l. brand’s business in the Middle East, South Asia and
North African domestic markets by providing marketing expertise and
management solution through a team of well experienced and dedicated
personnel having in-depth knowledge and market proficiency.

MARKETING & SUPERVISORY ARM (DUTY-FREE & TRAVEL RETAIL)

Surpassing in innovative brand and marketing strategies to handle the thriving
business of Duty Free and Travel Retail segment in Middle East, the Indian
Subcontinent, aiming to improve market position of Euroitalia s.r.l. brands.
Beauty & Fragrance International is one of the market leaders in Duty Free &
Travel Retail industry since 2004, having its headquarters in Dubai, UAE.
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RETAIL NETWORK
UAE BUSINESS SEGMENTATION

RETAIL MARKET SHARE
SALAM STUDIOS & STORES (3%)
BLOOMINGDALES (5%)
FACES (6%)

E-COMMERCE (11%)

LAYAL (8%)

AREEJ (15%)

B DOORS (41%)

GALERIES LAFAYETTE (0.5%)
HOUSE OF FRASER (0.5%)
HARVEY NICHOLS (0%)

A RETAIL (48%)

DEBENHAMS (32%)
SEPHORA (30%)

* Based on Luxe Port Company database

RETAIL PARTNERS
Debenhams is presently staged in UAE market with 6 dynamic retail stores of which Luxe Port entered into strategic partnership with the retail chain.

RETAIL PARTNERS
Working on special partnership with Al Tayer Group of multi-brand concept retail outlets of Areej and department stores as Bloomingdales and Harvey
Nichols in United Arab Emirates.

RETAIL PARTNERS

SERVICES OFFERED
BRAND PRESENCE
MERCHANDISING
MEDIA & MARKETING
TRAINING
WAREHOUSING &
LOGISTICS SOLUTION
BRAND REGISTRATION
REPORTING

BRAND PRESENCE
Personalization is a Top Priority for LUXE PORT. We are always looking for opportunity to uplift
brand positioning and visibility, adapting to market requirements while following brand
guidelines. It is one of the necessary tools to differentiate and give a memorable brand
experience.
We have best practices as Versace personalized counters’ designing & conceptualization were
done by us and incorporate the fingerprint of the brand. The next phase is to ensure that each
and every project will be laid to our well-selected and trusted contracting company, closely
coordinated from production, installation and even maintenance all year round, the interplay of
all elements and more.
Our well-articulated purpose is to bring to life the well-thought of concept agreed with our
partner brands.

BRAND PRESENCE

MERCHANDISING
We maintain the alignment of our brands’ marketing outlook with its merchandising principles.
Our expertise in this business segment offered successful result of maintaining a good display
and image that resonates the brand.
LUXE PORT gives prime importance to brand’s merchandising guidelines. Testers, advertising
visuals, shelf reglettes, shelf glorifiers, sleevers, and alike are maintained as per brand’s
guidelines.

MERCHANDISING

SHELF TALKERS

GLORIFIERS

VISUALS

MEDIA & MARKETING
LUXE PORT management has worked exclusively for the prestigious portfolio of Euro Italia
brands like DOLCE & GABBANA, VERSACE, MOSCHINO, MISSONI & DSQUARED2 since 2005
and increasing with bespoke & internationally renowned brands. Continuous growth &
impeccable presence of our brands is a milestone of our success in UAE and Gulf region.
The intense competition and rapidly changing consumer attitude towards buying equates to
companies needing to differentiate offerings, through brand development or marketing
activities of which we have a competitive advantage through earned expertise.
In terms of brand positioning and awareness, we have what it takes to employ best of the best
activities may it be ATL, BTL and even the emerging TTL advertising.

MEDIA &
MARKETING
MEGA PODIUM

MEDIA & MARKETING

IN-MALL PODIUM

WINDOW ANIMATION

MEDIA & MARKETING

PRESS EVENTS

PR CAMPAIGNS

IN-STORE ANIMATIONS

MEDIA & MARKETING
CONSUMER PROMOTIONS
The whole idea of us continually investing highly towards Consumer Promotion is to offer our
loyal customer and even attract new clientele to have a unique experience.
Such personalized offer from 24k gold offers, Palazzo Versace 5-star Hotel experience even to
winning their very own Maserati car through ‘Raffle Draw’ and ‘Scratch & Win’ promotions, we
treat this personalized offer as an asset that we have watched how brand loyalty soars high.

TRAINING
Product knowledge ensures that our sales force can communicate effectively and
enthusiastically, building trust and confidence in customer relationships. While selling skills are
an important part of training, it’s also equally important that our team understands the
products and services about which they represent as brand ambassadors.
In Luxe Port, we regard such as a vital investment in time and effort to ensure that our sales
team are well-informed and geared to execute successful customer experience and sales
pitch. We even believe in partnership that we invite our partners to conduct occasional but
timely trainings as well as we gather our own team and that of our partner retailers in a relaxed
atmosphere to ensure full grasp of the information shared.

TRAINING

WAREHOUSING & LOGISTICS SOLUTION
An integral part of an organization, ensuring safe storage and delivery of the products in the
market.
We, at Luxe Port, have invested in our own storage facilities that can cater to a high volume of
demand with a total of 1,500 m² extensiveness that houses bulk locations and bin areas safely
designed for maximum storage and ease of cargo movements. We have a thermally insulated
warehouse, equipped with a proper security system, intended to safe-keep products like ours.
Our Logistics department operates through a centralized distribution structure and has
implemented SAP ERP System for effective inventory management. SAP Warehouse
Management System is part of SAP ERP Enterprise and widely used all over the world by the
biggest companies in all manners of industries and discipline. Our system is integrated with the
rest of the modules from Item Master, Order Management to Finance with maximum standard
business process and make the operations run better.
Hand in hand ensuring that we have our products well taken care of at all times with the best
infrastructure and services to meet the challenging and ever evolving demands of the UAE
Retail industry.

WAREHOUSING & LOGISTICS SOLUTION

BACK OFFICE

RACKING SYSTEM

WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

BRAND REGISTRATION
Brand or Product registration refers to enrolling a brand or a product with Dubai
Municipality.
It serves one well to understand why product registration is necessary for UAE. The main
reason is, it restricts the trading of fake and harmful products in the domestic market, to ensure
the safety of customers and quality of the product. Therefore, we have appointed a team who
have a know-how of the intricate process ensuring that all the products are registered with
Dubai Municipality before supplying. It is important to accentuate that no product should be
made, imported, traded, promoted, sold or conveyed in UAE unless it has been listed as per
Dubai Municipality control.

REPORTING & COMMUNICATION
LUXE PORT strongly believes that communication is the key to success for any business. Our
experienced team keep the brands up-to-date through detailed reporting system. The
informative reports include monthly sales & ranking reports, competition activities, market
update and comprehensive data analysis with essential tools for business growth and
improvements.
LUXE PORT can also contribute in research and development of new projects as per
requirements and a turnkey solution. Over the years, as we have built a deep understanding of
the region, we discern best supports for communication throughout our network.

THANK YOU
Suite No. 505, Festival Tower, Dubai Festival City, P.O.Box 20504, Dubai, U.A.E.
T: +971 4 3303370 | F: +971 4 3304340
info@luxeport.ae | www.luxeport.ae

